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Item 7.01 Regulation FD Disclosure.

On March 14, 2023, Meta Platforms, Inc. ("Meta," "we" or "our") published a Newsroom post with more details about our year of efficiency,
including planned layoffs. A copy of Meta's Newsroom post is attached as Exhibit 99.1 to this report. We are also providing a preliminary update to our
total expense outlook provided on our conference call held on February 1, 2023. As of today, we expect our full-year 2023 total expenses to be in the range
of $86-92 billion, lowered from $89-95 billion previously. This includes the anticipated impact of these layoffs and other cost reduction measures, and is
inclusive of restructuring costs of approximately $3-5 billion related to facilities consolidation charges and severance and other personnel costs.

The information furnished with this Item 7.01, including Exhibit 99.1, shall not be deemed "filed" for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), or otherwise subject to the liabilities of that section, nor shall it be deemed incorporated by
reference into any other filing under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Exchange Act, except as expressly set forth by specific reference in
such a filing.

This Current Report on Form 8-K and the accompanying Newsroom post contain forward-looking statements regarding Meta's future business
plans and expectations, including statements relating to Meta's expectations with respect to its 2023 financial outlook. These forward-looking statements
are only predictions and may differ materially from actual results due to a variety of factors, including: the impact of macroeconomic conditions on our
business and financial results; risks associated with new products and changes to existing products as well as other new business initiatives, including our
metaverse efforts; maintaining and enhancing our brand and reputation; our ongoing privacy, safety, security, and content review efforts; potential adverse
outcomes in litigation and government inquiries, including settlements, judgments, fines, or other monetary penalties; privacy, legislative, and regulatory
concerns or developments; risks associated with acquisitions and divestitures; security breaches; our ability to manage our scale and geographically-
dispersed operations; and the impact of our cost-reduction initiatives, including the planned layoff. Because some of these risks and uncertainties cannot be
predicted or quantified and some are beyond Meta's control, you should not rely on forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. More
information about potential risks and uncertainties that could affect our business and financial results is more fully detailed under the caption "Risk
Factors" in our Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on February 2, 2023, which is available on our Investor Relations website at
investor.fb.com and on the SEC website at www.sec.gov. In addition, please note that the date of this Current Report on Form 8-K and the accompanying
Newsroom post is March 14, 2023, and any forward-looking statements contained herein are based on assumptions that Meta believes to be reasonable as
of this date. Meta undertakes no obligation to update these statements as a result of new information or future events.

Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits

Exhibit Number Exhibit Title or Description
99.1 Newsroom Post dated March 14, 2023
104 Cover Page Interactive Data File (the cover page XBRL tags are embedded within the inline XBRL document)
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Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

META PLATFORMS, INC.

Date: March 14, 2023 By: /s/ Katherine R. Kelly

Name: Katherine R. Kelly
Title: Vice President, Deputy General Counsel and Secretary



Exhibit 99.1

Update on Meta's Year of Efficiency

March 14, 2023

Mark Zuckerberg just shared the following with Meta employees:

Meta is building the future of human connection, and today I want to share some updates on our Year of Efficiency that will help us do that. The goals of
this work are: (1) to make us a better technology company and (2) to improve our financial performance in a difficult environment so we can execute our
long term vision.

Our efficiency work has several parallel workstreams to improve organizational efficiency, dramatically increase developer productivity and tooling,
optimize distributed work, garbage collect unnecessary processes, and more. I've tried to be open about all the work that's underway, and while I know
many of you are energized by this, I also recognize that the idea of upcoming org changes creates uncertainty and stress. My hope is to make these org
changes as soon as possible in the year so we can get past this period of uncertainty and focus on the critical work ahead.

Here's the timeline you should expect: over the next couple of months, org leaders will announce restructuring plans focused on flattening our orgs,
canceling lower priority projects, and reducing our hiring rates. With less hiring, I’ve made the difficult decision to further reduce the size of our recruiting
team. We will let recruiting team members know tomorrow whether they're impacted. We expect to announce restructurings and layoffs in our tech groups
in late April, and then our business groups in late May. In a small number of cases, it may take through the end of the year to complete these changes. Our
timelines for international teams will also look different, and local leaders will follow up with more details. Overall, we expect to reduce our team size by
around 10,000 people and to close around 5,000 additional open roles that we haven't yet hired.

This will be tough and there's no way around that. It will mean saying goodbye to talented and passionate colleagues who have been part of our success.
They've dedicated themselves to our mission and I'm personally grateful for all their efforts. We will support people in the same ways we have before and
treat everyone with the gratitude they deserve.

After restructuring, we plan to lift hiring and transfer freezes in each group. Other relevant efficiency timelines include targeting this summer to complete
our analysis from our hybrid work year of learning so we can further refine our distributed work model. We also aim to have a steady stream of developer
productivity enhancements and process improvements throughout the year.

As I've talked about efficiency this year, I've said that part of our work will involve removing jobs - and that will be in service of both building a leaner,
more technical company and improving our business performance to enable our long term vision. I understand that this update may still feel surprising, so
I'd like to lay out some broader context on our vision, our culture, and our operating philosophy.

Building a Better Technology Company

Every day Meta builds new ways for people to feel closer. This is a fundamental human need that may be more important in today's complex world than
ever. One day we hope to enable every person to feel as strong a sense of connection as you feel when you're physically with someone you love.

We do leading work across a wide range of advanced technologies and then distill that into inspiring products that improve people's lives. We do this with
AI to help you creatively express yourself and discover new content, with the metaverse to deliver a realistic sense of presence, with new media formats to
create richer experiences, with encryption to let you communicate privately in more and more ways, and with business tools to help reach customers, create
opportunity and grow the economy.



Simply put: if you want to invent the future or apply the best ideas to reach people at the greatest scale, then Meta is the best place to do that.

With that in mind, here are some of the cultural principles that are guiding our efficiency work towards making Meta an even stronger technology
company:

Flatter is faster

It's well-understood that every layer of a hierarchy adds latency and risk aversion in information flow and decision-making. Every manager typically
reviews work and polishes off some rough edges before sending it further up the chain.

In our Year of Efficiency, we will make our organization flatter by removing multiple layers of management. As part of this, we will ask many managers to
become individual contributors. We'll also have individual contributors report into almost every level - not just the bottom - so information flow between
people doing the work and management will be faster.

Of course, there are tradeoffs. We still believe managing each person is very important, so in general we don't want managers to have more than 10 direct
reports. Today many of our managers have only a few direct reports. That made sense to optimize for ramping up new managers and maintaining buffer
capacity when we were growing our organization faster, but now that we don't expect to grow headcount as quickly, it makes more sense to fully utilize
each manager's capacity and defragment layers as much as possible.

Leaner is better

Since we reduced our workforce last year, one surprising result is that many things have gone faster. In retrospect, I underestimated the indirect costs of
lower priority projects.

It's tempting to think that a project is net positive as long as it generates more value than its direct costs. But that project needs a leader, so maybe we take
someone great from another team or maybe we take a great engineer and put them into a management role, which both diffuses talent and creates more
management layers. That project team needs space, and maybe it tips its overall product group into splitting across multiple floors or multiple time zones,
which now makes communication harder for everyone. That project team needs laptops and HR benefits and may want to recruit more engineers, so that
leads us to hire even more IT, HR and recruiting people, and now those orgs grow and become less efficient and responsive to higher priority teams as well.
Maybe the project has overlap with work on another team or maybe it built a bespoke technical system when it should have used general infrastructure we'd
already built, so now it will take leadership focus to deduplicate that effort. Indirect costs compound and it's easy to underestimate them.

A leaner org will execute its highest priorities faster. People will be more productive, and their work will be more fun and fulfilling. We will become an
even greater magnet for the most talented people. That's why in our Year of Efficiency, we are focused on canceling projects that are duplicative or lower
priority and making every organization as lean as possible.

Keep technology the main thing

We are a technology company, and our ultimate output is what we build for people. Everything else we do is in service of that.

As we've grown, we've hired many leading experts in areas outside engineering. This helps us build better products, but with many new teams it takes
intentional focus to make sure our company remains primarily technologists.

As we add different groups, our product teams naturally hire more roles to handle all the interactions with those other groups. If we only rebalanced the
product teams towards engineering, those leaner product teams would be overwhelmed by the volume of interactions from other groups.

As part of the Year of Efficiency, we're focusing on returning to a more optimal ratio of engineers to other roles. It's important for all groups to get leaner
and more efficient to enable our technology groups to get as lean and efficient as possible. We will make sure we continue to meet all our critical and legal
obligations as we find ways to operate more efficiently.



Invest in tools to get more efficient

We're focused on the long term. That means investing in tools that will make us most effective over many years, not just this year - whether that's building
AI tools to help engineers write better code faster, enabling us to automate workloads over time, or identifying obsolete processes that we can phase out.

Our developer tooling work is underway and seeing good results. For example, Buck2 is our new open source build system that compiles builds around
50% faster so engineers can spend more time iterating and less time waiting. Our analysis found that engineers whose builds were sped up by Buck2 often
produced meaningfully more code.

In-person time helps build relationships and get more done

We're committed to distributed work. That means we're also committed to continuously refining our model to make this work as effectively as possible.

Our early analysis of performance data suggests that engineers who either joined Meta in-person and then transferred to remote or remained in-person
performed better on average than people who joined remotely. This analysis also shows that engineers earlier in their career perform better on average
when they work in-person with teammates at least three days a week. This requires further study, but our hypothesis is that it is still easier to build trust in
person and that those relationships help us work more effectively.

As part of our Year of Efficiency, we're focusing on understanding this further and finding ways to make sure people build the necessary connections to
work effectively. In the meantime, I encourage all of you to find more opportunities to work with your colleagues in person.

Improving Business Performance in a Difficult Economic Environment

In addition to helping us build a better technology company, our other goal for the Year of Efficiency is to improve our business performance given the new
economic reality. Profitability enables innovation. Operating our business more efficiently will give us the resources and confidence to achieve our long
term vision by delivering sustainable financial results that make us an attractive company to work at and invest in.

When I wrote my first letter to investors during our IPO, I described a basic principle that is still true today: "we don't build services to make money; we
make money to build better services."

For most of our history, we saw rapid revenue growth year-after-year and had the resources to invest in many new products. But last year was a humbling
wake-up call. The world economy changed, competitive pressures grew, and our growth slowed considerably. We scaled back budgets, shrunk our real
estate footprint, and made the difficult decision to lay off 13% of our workforce.

At this point, I think we should prepare ourselves for the possibility that this new economic reality will continue for many years. Higher interest rates lead
to the economy running leaner, more geopolitical instability leads to more volatility, and increased regulation leads to slower growth and increased costs of
innovation. Given this outlook, we'll need to operate more efficiently than our previous headcount reduction to ensure success.

In the face of this new reality, most companies will scale back their long term vision and investments. But we have the opportunity to be bolder and make
decisions that other companies can't. So we put together a financial plan that enables us to invest heavily in the future while also delivering sustainable
results as long as we run every team more efficiently. The changes we're making will enable us to meet this financial plan.

I believe that we are working on some of the most transformative technology our industry has ever seen. Our single largest investment is in advancing AI
and building it into every one of our products. We have the infrastructure to do this at unprecedented scale and I think the experiences it enables will be
amazing. Our leading work building the metaverse and shaping the next generation of computing platforms also remains central to defining the future of
social connection. And our apps are growing and continuing to connect almost half of the world's population in new ways. This work is incredibly
important and the stakes are high. The financial plan we've set out puts us in position to deliver it.



Looking Ahead

I recognize that sharing plans for restructuring and layoffs months in advance creates a challenging period. But last fall, we heard feedback that you wanted
more transparency sooner into any restructuring plans, so that's what I'm trying to provide here. I hope that giving you a timeline and principles for what to
expect will help us get through the next couple of months and then move forward as we implement these changes that I believe will have a very positive
impact on how we work.

In terms of how we should operate during this period, I encourage each of you to focus on what you can control. That is, do great work and support your
teammates. Our community is extremely resilient. Change is never easy, but I know we'll get through this and come out an even stronger company that can
build better products faster and enable you to do the best work of your careers.

This post contains forward-looking statements regarding our future business plans and expectations. These forward-looking statements are only predictions
and may differ materially from actual results due to a variety of factors. Because some of these risks and uncertainties cannot be predicted or quantified
and some are beyond our control, you should not rely on our forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. More information about potential
risks and uncertainties that could affect our business and financial results is more fully detailed under the caption "Risk Factors" in our Annual Report on
Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on February 2, 2023, which is available on our Investor Relations website at
investor.fb.com and on the SEC website at www.sec.gov. In addition, please note that the date of this post is March 14, 2023, and any forward-looking
statements contained herein are based on assumptions that we believe to be reasonable as of this date. We undertake no obligation to update these
statements as a result of new information or future events.


